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A total order broadcast protocol is a fundamental building block in the construction of many distributed fault-
tolerant applications. Informally, the purpose of such a protocol is to provide a communication primitive that
allows processes to agree on the set of messages they deliver and, also, on their delivery order. Uniform total order
broadcast is particularly useful to implement fault-tolerant services by using software-based replication [4].

Unfortunately, the implementation of such a primitive can be expensive both in terms of communication steps
and number of messages exchanged. This problem is exacerbated in wide-area networks, where the performance
of the algorithm may be limited by the presence of high-latency links. Several total order protocols have been
proposed that use different strategies to offer good performance [3] however, there is no protocol that outperforms
all others in all scenarios: each protocol offers best results under different load profiles and/or network conditions.

This paper describes on-going research that is being performed in the context of the IST GORDA (Open Repli-
cation of DAtabases),1 project that intends to foster database replication as a means to address the challenges
of trust, integration, performance and cost in current database systems underlying the information society. The
GORDA project has a mix of academic and industrial partners, including U. do Minho, U. della Svizzera Italiana,
U. de Lisboa, INRIA Rhône-Alpes, Continuent, and MySQL AB.

The paper addresses the following issues:

• Provides an overview of the GORDA architecture;
• Describes a new total order protocol that optimizes the latency on the optimistic delivery in wide-area

networks;
• Describes an adaptive protocol that allows to switching of total order protocols on-the-fly with minimum

overhead;
• It will present the latest performance results of the integrated architecture.

We briefly overview each of these issues in the following paragraphs.

The GORDA Architecture Two main architectural options have been adopted in the past to implement database
replication. The “in-core” approach consists on augmenting [5], or even rebuilding from scratch [1], the database
kernel with support for replication. This provides maximum performance but typically involves the implemen-
tation of specialized replication strategies that are tightly coupled with a single system and are hard to evolve as
needs change. The “middleware” approach implements the replication protocols at the middleware layers, using
the underlying database as a black box through standard client interfaces [2]. This provides maximum flexibil-
ity but often requires the middleware to re-implement several of the functionalities already implemented at the
database level.

The GORDA project aims at solutions that combine the advantages of both approaches. Namely, as a step
in this direction, we propose an interface, to be exported by database vendors, that allows replication protocols

1http://gorda.di.uminho.pt/
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to be logically decoupled from the database kernel, regardless how they are bundled in the final product. Still,
despite this logic separation, by exposing to the replication protocols transaction processing structures and events
such as parse trees, write sets, or transactions, the API provides the performance benefits of “in-core”, monolithic
approaches. A transitional solution, while support is being built, is to refactor existing “middleware” solutions and
provide the API at the middleware level, at the expense of some additional overhead and limited functionality. The
paper motivates the API currently under development and illustrates its use for different replication strategies.

Optimistic Delivery in Wide-Area Networks The implementation of total-order is expensive both in terms of
communication steps and of number of messages exchanged. This problem is exacerbated in wide-area networks,
where the performance of the algorithm may be limited by the presence of high-latency links. To alleviate this
problem, optimistic total order protocols have been proposed [6, 7]. Such protocols provide to the application an
early indication of the estimated definitive total order. The application can use this estimate to perform a number
of actions optimistically, which are later committed when the final definitive order is established. The goal is to
execute some application steps in parallel with the communication steps of the total order algorithm.

To the best of our knowledge, previously to our work, the protocol that was able to offer the smaller latency in
the optimistic delivery notification in wide-area networks had been proposed by Sousa et al. in [6]. The protocol
is an optimistic variant of the well known sequencer based total order algorithm. In this paper we show that this
algorithm fails to offer the optimal average latency of optimistic deliveries. Departing from this observation we
discuss how the optimal delays can be computed and, subsequently, propose an efficient heuristic to approximate
the optimal result in a cost-effective manner. The resulting protocol is evaluated and compared with the original
protocol.

Run-time Adaptation of Total-Order Protocols Several total order protocols have been proposed that use
different strategies to offer good performance [3]. There is no protocol that outperforms all others in all scenarios:
each protocol offers best results under different load profiles and/or network conditions. We describe and evaluate
a total order protocol that combines different algorithms and adapts itself to the running environment. The protocol
allows a fluid transition between algorithms, never stopping the flow of application messages. Such feature can
be very useful in fault-tolerant safety- and mission-critical systems, like air traffic or nuclear plant control, where
stoppages and/or significant delays imposed by adaptive mechanisms may be unacceptable.

Performance of the Integrated System In the GORDA project we are currently integrating our optimistic total-
order protocol and the switching protocol with database replication protocols developed by other project partners.
We plan to have ready for the LADIS workshop performance numbers of the integrated system.
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